Several algorithms based on homogeneous polynomials for multiplication of large integers are described in the paper. The homogeneity of polynomials provides several simplifications: reduction of system of equations and elimination of necessity to evaluate polynomials in points with larger coordinates. It is demonstrated that a two-stage implementation of the proposed and Toom-Cook algorithms asymptotically require twice as many standard multiplications than their direct implementation. A multistage implementation of these algorithms is also less efficient than their direct implementation. Although the proposed algorithms as well as the corresponding Toom-Cook algorithms require numerous algebraic additions, the Generalized Horner rule for evaluation of homogeneous polynomials, provided in the paper, decrease this number twice.
Introduction and Basic Definitions
Crypto-immunity of various protocols of secure communication over open channels is based on modular arithmetic of large integers with hundreds of decimal digits. Multiplications and exponentiations of large integers are essential operations in this arithmetic. Yet, standard programming libraries in general-purpose computers handle multiplication of integers A and B if the number of decimal digits in each does not exceed m. Such integers we will refer to as standard integers. For instance, if a computer cannot multiply integers larger than without a specially-written program, then in this case m = 30. 30 
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The first papers on multiplication of large integers were published by Karatsuba-Ofman [1] and by Toom [2] . Several years later Toom's scheme was improved by Cook {see [3, 4] }. Analysis of computational complexity of Toom-Cook algorithm (TCA) is provided in [5] and theoretical foundation for efficient multiplication of large integers is discussed in [6] . An efficient implementation of the TCA in cryptographic systems is described in several patents [7] . Analysis of computational complexity of the TCA and its lower bound is provided in [8] .
A special case of the TCA, where one multiplier is significantly larger than another, is considered in [9] .
Consider two nm-digit-large integers where are unknown coefficients.
In order to compute the product C, these coefficients must be determined. 
The algorithm provided in Section 2 demonstrates how to solve this problem by using a minimal number of multiplications of m-digit SIs.
Multiplication C = AB Based on Homogeneous Polynomials
Consider two n-th degree homogeneous polynomials of two integer variables x and y: Computation of the remaining coefficients in (2.3) is described in the algorithm. Prior to that, let us modify Equation (2.3) for integers 1;
Finally we derive the fourth equation Step 3.1:
Step 3.2:
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, and c c c 
Step 3.10:
The algorithm described in (3.8)-(3.17) requires 24 algebraic additions.
Reduction of Algebraic Additions
Let us consider a multiplication of two quatro-large integers 
Therefore, the product C = AB can be expressed as
where seven coefficients must be determined.
The drawback of the TCA and AHP algorithms is the large number of required algebraic additions. The following algorithm shows how to decrease twice the number of these additions. Step 4.1:
Step 4.2: Step 4.3:
Step 4.4: Step 4.5: A and k are used twice {see (4.6)-(4.10)}. In order to decrease the amount of computation, we pre-compute them only once. Therefore, we reduce twice the number of algebraic additions in (4.6)-(4.10).
Comparison of Evaluated Polynomials in
Step 4.7: Step 4.8:
  Step 4.9:
Step 4.10: Step 4.11:
  Step 4.12: 
Toom-Cook Algorithm
Compute It is easy to see that
i.e., we need to compute thirteen efficients .. . , ,c  . Analogously, by computing equations with six "even" u  .
Step 9.1:   Step 9.6:
Step 9.7:
Step 9.8: Step 9.13:
Step 9.14: , and analyze how to multiply sextuple-large integers in two stages. On the first stage, we represent A and B as double long:
and compute AB applying the Karatsuba algorithm [1] , which requires three multiplications of 3m-long integers. Then, as the second stage, we compute every product of triple-long integers using either the TCA or AHP each requiring five standard multiplications {SMs, for short}. Therefore, the two-stage implementation requires fifteen SMs rather than eleven SMs required by the TCA or by AHP. Table 2 Such an implementation requires multiplications each of sm-long integers. Then, on the second stage, we multiply sm-long integers. Every such multiplica-tion requires s  SMs. Therefore, we need
SMs in total. However, the direct (one-stage) multiplication requires only
It is easy to verify that both parts in the inequality In this case m = 2. To compute AB, we need only eleven SMs by using the direct implementation vs fifteen SMs required in the recursive TSI implementation.
Mu
Let now 3 8 2 n   . Therefore, we multiply A and B in either three stages using the Karatsuba algorithm [1] or using the AHP or TCA directly. In the MSI we 3 3 27  SMs; while in the DI we need on Remark 10.1: Since the number of alge the DI asy lly grows as function of n, it is essential to properly select the evaluation points   , p q to implement symmetricity illustrated above in Section 4 .4)-4.16)} and to simplify computational com{see (4 plexity stemming from the multiplication by constant coefficients. These issues are addressed in Sections 11-13. 
Number of Algebraic Additions
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In the next section we provide an iterative procedure that computes
Generalized Horner Rule for
Homogeneous Polynomial Toom's vs AHP frameworks. 
